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When reading an article about 
gardening, before taking the information 

on plant selection or care too literally, 
first check to see where the article 

comes from. If you are living in 
California, the world of horticulture is 

very different than if you are living in 
Virginia or Louisiana. Some plants or 

techniques may not be well suited to 
your area or situation. The cultural 

needs of plants—such as soil type 
(sandy, clay), soil pH, overall seasonal 

amount of heat—can be vastly different 
in one area of the country from those in another. Examples are 

the acidic soil needs of blueberries or the heat-loving needs of 
okra.  

 
When you see a list of plants that are given by common name, 

remember that common names can be confusing. Several 
different plants can have the same common name, or one plant 

can have several different common names. For example, you may 
hear that marigolds are edible. That does not apply to the 

common marigold, Tagetes; it applies only to the pot marigold, 
Calendula.  
 
Plants also have many different attributes, some positive and 

some negative. A particular plant that may be suggested for a 
particular positive attribute may also have overwhelmingly 



negative attributes that may be deal breakers for you, such as 

being impossibly large, very thorny, poisonous, or painfully 
invasive.   

 
Don’t feel compelled to plant something because it may be a 

good companion plant for something else. Your first priority is to 
choose plants that will do well under your specific growing 

conditions. Then your second priority should be to grow what you 
like to eat or would like to see.  

 
Through careful effort to sort out gardening tips that are specific 

to your situation, you will enjoy your gardening experience that 
much more. 

 
Happy Gardening! 

 
Check back next month for the July Gardening Tip! 

 
 


